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With the new (finite) license agreement, anyone who knows how to hack Adobe Indesign CC (Cloud Installer) Installer may no longer be able to install the existing digital content youve bought or licensed and may
no longer be able to find the subscription options youve bought or licensed. I had a subscription with my CC library. My Adobe ID was revoked and my ability to use CC was revoked. I was forced to purchase an
annual subscription at a whopping $40.99 a year. The annual rate is high, and I’m pretty sure that it will stay that way as long as some of my friends have found ways to get around the hack. I am super pissed and
do not have a copy of Adobe’s cloud master collection and do not know how I can get it. I’m no longer able to use any software that I purchased via their cloud system because I have no access to that system, and I
have no access to my previous library of software because they have revoked my subscription. I have a perpetual license of adobe creative suite 6.0 and I paid $2600. It was the best money I ever spent. I used it for
six years and still have it. As a student, I work on my own time. I never bought any subscription. Then in May, 2016, I received a message from a member of the ADOBE Certified Helpdesk. He asked me to
resubscribe since I haven’t purchased a subscription in some time. I provided him with my adobe id and he told me that due to a security leak from the last week of June, 2016, “Adobe’s ability to authenticate users
with what Adobe calls an “Acceptable Use Policy” license check was breached.” Ive invested time, money and strength into my indesign software. When software evolves I upgrade. Ive upgraded my Indesign(s) to
make it an even better product. I want to keep doing that and as the CS6 shows I can, but if they discontinue the perpetual license it will piss off customers, They have repeatedly asked them that, but not really
convinced them, so weve had to pay. I still have no clue why they did this, but if they want to make a profit Im sure they will be taking a big cut from all of us. A small price to pay for their crappy plan to get even
more money in their pockets. Another thing to consider is that if you pay a subscription for a product you have ownership of the product. You are not renting it. This means that you can sell that product you have
made once its finished, provided that your not doing so commercially. Obviously this means you have an advantage over the ever changing subscriptions, who keep getting hiked. Just asking, when they cut off
perpetual license users they get to keep selling and making money off that product forever.
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Again, this is a case of the consumer being the customer. The photo files from Microsoft Photo Editor, for example, are clearly beneficial to a lot of consumers but also make Windows somewhat less profitable for
Microsoft. Adobe’s strategy here is to leverage the professional market to drive adoption of their software, and this will be most effective when they can leverage their professional customers to sell their cloud

products to consumers. This has been a successful strategy for Apple: Apple sells a ton of it’s products to professionals and can then sell it’s cloud products to consumers. Adobe has been a stable piece of software
for me. The InDesign that I currently use was the package that I had used for years, which I was able to use for most of my personal projects and in all the print related work I did. Having it become a cloud only

product not only limits my ability to use it, and scares me about the stability of the products. Adobe has been a stable piece of software for me. The InDesign that I currently use was the package that I had used for
years, which I was able to use for most of my personal projects and in all the print related work I did. The entire product has lost focus. I know its for enterprises, blah, blah. I know its cloud, blah, blah. I have

absolutely no use for cloud, I dont need to be online to have my files, I work at home. This does NOT change the fact that the software itself is a POS. It has been that way since they have been forced to put it into a
cloud. The entire product has gotten progressively slower and slower, mostly because of the cloud. They took something that should have been a workstation application (Indesign) and put it into a (read: of course)

cloud based application. MOST products do this, for the most part. Because it is easy, and less expensive for Apple to do it. Apple just makes a couple of tweaks to the system files, it then works for everybody.
Adobe needs to step it up and make THEIR software better than other companies. Adobe needs to stop saying, we have a cloud program for your documents, we have a cloud program for your graphics and vector

editing. Adobe needs to make their product so it is comparable in price to what it already was. Adobe needs to own their own damned product, stop having it run on Apple software. Adobe needs to give customers a
FULL EXPLANATION of the customer they are targeting. There is no warning sign on the price page, if you try to uninstall something from your computer, about the fact that it will likely affect the cloud stuff. I have
no idea how people use the cloud. It is also extremely easy to customize the software on every single machine. Adobe needs to be more like Apple. I mean, this is software, and software was NEVER meant to be

easy. Its just hard to believe Adobe can be as easy as iTunes. Not that iTunes isnt great, I just dont think it has the resources to really work hard on it. Or the people to make it work hard. 5ec8ef588b
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